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ABSTRACT A special rectangular winding structure, which has different cross-sectional shape but the same
cross-sectional area for each turn, has been adopted in a high-torque IPMSM used for a wind generator to
improve slot factor and heat dissipation. However, large eddy current loss occurs to the rectangular windings.
According to this problem, this paper proposes three improvements to reduce the eddy current loss. Among
them, removing a portion of windings and replacing a portion of windings with aluminum are discussed to
realize a tradeoff between eddy current and copper losses. And adjusting the tooth-tip shape is discussed to
suppress the magnetic flux passing through the windings by mitigating magnetic saturation around the tooth-
tip. Additionally, manufacturing costs can also be reduced by adopting a portion of aluminum windings.
Moreover, a 3-step-skewed rotor structure is discussed to reduce cogging torque and lower the start-up wind
speed. And its influence on losses is also discussed. Furthermore, three models adopting round windings
are made and discussed for comparison. The FEM (Finite Element Method) results show that compared
with the three round windings models, the proposed model still has a better performance in the reduction of
windings eddy current loss. Finally, a prototype machine is manufactured to verify the FEM results, and the
experimental results show that the maximum efficiency of the prototype can exceed 97.5%.

INDEX TERMS IPMSM, IPMSG, high-torque, concentrated windings, rectangular windings, eddy current
loss, wind generator.

I. INTRODUCTION
High-torque electric machines have been widely used in
industrial applications such as energy production, electrical
propulsion, and automation machinery. For wind generators,
adopting high-torque electric machines can reduce or elimi-
nate the usage of gearboxes in systems by semi-direct drive or
direct drive, which can achieve higher operational reliability
and cut maintenance costs [1], [2], [3], [4]. Among high-
torque machines, interior permanent magnet synchronous
machines (IPMSMs) are widely used for their distinguished
characteristics, such as simply structure, high power density,
and high efficiency [5], [6]. Additionally, because they do not
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need any external excitation current via slip-rings, which can
further improve operational reliability [7].

Rectangular winding structures have been used in perma-
nent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) for their high
slot factor, short winding end, and good heat dissipation [8].
At the same time, concentrated winding structures have been
widely adopted in PMSMs to cut manufacturing costs and
use limited space effectively [9], [10]. In previous studies,
rectangular windings have been adopted in [11] to reduce
the significant windings AC losses due to the proximity and
skin effects caused by high speed in a PMSM adopting con-
centrated windings. And in [12], rectangular windings have
also been adopted to minimize losses and cut manufacturing
costs for a permanent magnet (PM) generator adopting con-
centrated windings. However, although [11] and [12] have
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TABLE 1. Design specification.

discussed the rectangular windings used for PMSMs adopting
concentrated windings and shown that losses can be reduced,
neither of the models in the two studies has improved slot fac-
tor effectively. For each turn, the cross-sectional shape of the
rectangular windings is typically the same. While one tooth
of the concentrated windings has a generally constant upper
and lower width. As a result, [11] and [12] show that adopting
both concentrated windings and rectangular windings causes
dead spaces to appear in the slot. To solve this problem, this
paper first employs a special rectangular winding structure
to improve the slot factor by eliminating the dead spaces
that appear in the stator slot. However, although copper loss
in rectangular windings can be reduced by improving the
slot factor, large eddy current loss occurs more easily to
them due to the longer eddy current loop. Therefore, three
improvements are proposed to reduce the windings eddy
current loss. Additionally, it should be noted that the objective
of this paper is an interior permanent magnet synchronous
generator (IPMSG), it does not have a redundant heat dissi-
pation system but only its shell to decrease system complexity
and increase operational reliability. Therefore, windings loss
should be reduced as much as possible to ensure that the
IPMSG can operate continuously.

This paper is organized as follows. FEM (Finite- Element
Method) is used for discussion first, and then, a prototype
machine is manufactured to verify the FEM results. Chapter
II proposes the structure of the basic model employing special
rectangular windings to eliminate the dead spaces in the
stator slot. And Chapter III proposes three improvements to
reduce windings eddy current loss. Moreover, in Chapter IV,
a 3-step-skewed rotor structure is adopted to reduce cogging
torque and discuss its influence on losses. Furthermore, three
models adopting round windings are made and discussed for
comparison in Chapter V. Finally, a prototype machine is
manufactured in Chapter VI to verify the FEM results.

In addition, FEM is executed by using an electromagnetic
field simulator (JMAG-designer ver. 20.0, JSOL CO., Ltd.).
And the skin and proximity effects have been fully consid-
ered. Moreover, unless otherwise specified, the FEM results
in this paper are all obtained at the rated operating point by
using a maximum efficiency control strategy.

II. STRUCTURE OF BASIC MODEL EMPLOYING SPECIAL
RECTANGULAR WINDINGS
Table 1 shows the design specification of a high-torque
IPMSG in this paper. The outer diameter of the stator is

580 mm. And the rated rotational speed and torque are
2000 rpm and 1510 Nm, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the struc-
tures of the two basic models and the appearance of the
special rectangular windings. As shown in Fig. 1(a), except
for the turn of windings, Models A-1 and A-2 are identical.
The windings are 24 turns for Model A-1, while Model A-2
has 8 turns. A disproportional airgap is adopted to suppress
iron loss by suppressing q-axis magnetic flux fundamental
component and the harmonic components of dq-axis [13].
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1(b), Aster Windings, a special
rectangular winding structure, is adopted to improve the sta-
tor slot space factor. AsterWindings is manufactured byAster
Co., Ltd, which have different cross-sectional shape but the
same cross-sectional area for each turn. Aster Windings are
employed for the basic two models. Because the dead spaces
in the slots are significantly eliminated, the slot factor can be
improved.

However, compared with round windings, large eddy cur-
rent loss occurs more easily in rectangular windings due to
their longer eddy current loop. This also implies shortening
the eddy current loop can reduce eddy current loss. The mag-
netic flux passing through thewindings is shown in Fig. 2, and
it consists of two main components.ψ1 is a portion of linkage
magnetic flux between the stator and rotor that directly passes
through the windings. ψ2 is the magnetic flux that directly
passes through the windings and across the adjacent teeth.
The windings of Model A-1 are in the upper part of Fig. 2,
while those of Model A-2 are in the lower part. When the
dimension of one stator slot is determined, an increase in
the turn of windings per slot can suppress the eddy current
loss generated by the magnetic flux ψ2 effectively because
the cross-sectional area of each turn decreases. However,
increasing the turn of windings will lead to an increase in
voltage and a decrease in current for a specific operating point
[14], [15]. Although it is desirable to increase the turn of
windings per slot as much as possible, it should be noted
that the voltage should be less than or equal to 400 Vrms
to ensure that the IPMSG can be easily driven by a mass-
produced inverter. Additionally, the approaches to reduce the
eddy current loss generated by the magnetic flux ψ1 will be
discussed in Chapter III.

On the other hand, the voltage can also be reduced by
increasing the parallel circle number of armature windings for
a specific operating point. In other words, the IPMSG is desir-
able to have a pole-slot number combination that can achieve
a higher parallel circle number. There are many pole-slot
number combinations available for selection. Considering the
design specification, a 28p-36s combination and a 24p-36s
combination are suitable for the basic model. A 28p-36s
model can be regarded as a parallel connection of two 14p-18s
models, and the maximum parallel circle number of one
14p-18s model is 2. Therefore, the maximum parallel circle
number of a 28p-36s combination is 4. At the same time,
a 24p-36s model can be regarded as a parallel connection
of twelve 2p-3s models. Therefore, the maximum parallel
circle number of a 24p-36s combination is 12. As a result,
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FIGURE 1. Structures of basic models and Aster Windings.

a 24p-36s (2p-3s series) combination is selected for the two
basic models to reduce voltage.

Table 2 shows the performances of the two basic models
at the rated operating point. The stacked length is 240 mm.
Due to employing Aster Windings, the slot space factor of
the two basic models can reach up to 77%. As a result,
the copper losses for Models A-1 and A-2 are all only
1.354 kW. It should be noted that the two models have the
same copper loss because their slot factors and current density
are identical. However, Model A-2 only has 8 turns in its
windings, compared to the 24 turns in Model A-1. Therefore,
Model A-2 has a longer eddy current loop for each turn, and
the windings eddy current loss of Model A-2 is 32.327 kW,
which is approximately 5.1 times that of the 6.317 kW in
Model A-1. Moreover, although the rotor core iron loss and
the PMs eddy current loss are almost unchanged, influenced
by the large windings eddy current loss, the stator core iron
loss in Model A-2 is 5.58% higher than that of Model A-1.

FIGURE 2. Magnetic flux passing through the windings.

Additionally, the effective voltage value is 398.8 Vrms in
Model A-1. If a 28p-36s combination is adopted, due to the
inverter voltage limitation, the cross-sectional area of each
turn will be similar in size to that of Model A-2 because the
maximumparallel circle number of armature windings is only
one-third that of a 24p-36s combination.

TABLE 2. Performances of basic models.

As a result, Model A-1, hereafter referred as Model A,
is chosen as the basic model. However, the windings eddy
current loss of Model A still accounts for 48.51% of the
total loss. And the efficiency of Model A is 95.89%, which
does not satisfy the target efficiency of 97% in the design
specification.

III. IMPROVEMENTS TO REDUCE WINDINGS EDDY
CURRENT LOSS
A. REMOVING A PORTION OF WINDINGS
Fig. 3 shows the joule loss density distribution of windings
for Model A at 0.1 rpm and 2000 rpm, respectively. And
the windings joule loss is at its highest level at this moment.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the joule loss can be regarded as gen-
erated by copper loss entirely because the rotational speed is
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FIGURE 3. Windings joule loss density distribution for Model A
(a) 0.1 rpm (b) 2000 rpm.

FIGURE 4. Naming convention of windings and distribution of eddy
current loss for each turn.

very slow. Although the instantaneous current of each parallel
branch is 39.65 A at this moment, compared with the eddy
current loss at 2000 rpm, the joule loss generated by copper
loss is small. Therefore, it can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that
the color of windings joule loss density distribution is almost
purple. However, when it comes to Fig. 3(b), large joule loss
generates due to the large eddy current loss, especially for
the windings close to the inner side of the stator. Fig. 4 shows
the naming convention of the windings and the distribution of
eddy current loss for each turn. The coil closest to the inner
side of the stator is named the 1st turn, while the coil closest
to the stator yoke is named the 24th turn. The windings eddy
current loss of the first 4 turns is 4.035 kW, which accounts

FIGURE 5. Structures of Models A and B.

FIGURE 6. Loss comparison between Models A and B.

for 63.88% of the total eddy current loss. Therefore, as shown
in Fig. 5, the first 4 turns inModel B have been removed. As a
result, the copper loss increased while the eddy current loss
decreased, and a tradeoff between the two losses is realized
to reduce the total windings loss. The slot factor of Model B
is 64%, which is still higher than common round windings
models. Additionally, the IPMSG is connected to the power
system via one AC-AC inverter. Therefore, although the turn
of windings in Model B decreased, the operating current and
its phase angle can be controlled to make sure that the power
out remains unchanged.

Fig. 6 shows the loss comparison betweenModels A and B.
Because the first 4 turns have been removed compared with
Model A, the copper loss increases by 18.66%, while the
windings eddy current loss decreases by 49.63%, and other
losses are almost unchanged. As a result, the total loss in
Model B is reduced significantly by 21.74% compared with
Model A. Model B has an efficiency of 96.77%, which is
0.88% higher than that of Model A.

B. ADJUSTING TOOTH-TIP SHAPE
Fig. 3 illustrates that the windings close to the inner
side of the stator generate a significant eddy current loss.
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FIGURE 7. Structures of Models B and C.

FIGURE 8. Magnetic flux density distribution in Models B and C.

The magnetic flux in the IPMSG is expected to be con-
centrated in ferromagnetic materials. However, the magnetic
permeability of ferromagnetic materials around the tooth-
tip decreases under the influence of the magnetic saturation,

FIGURE 9. Iron loss distribution in Models B and C.

FIGURE 10. Loss comparison of the first 5 turns between Models B and C.

which makes it difficult for magnetic flux to pass and results
in an increase in the magnetic flux passing through the wind-
ings. On the other hand, by appropriately shaping the tooth-
tip, which can suppress the magnetic flux flowing into it, the
magnetic saturation around the tooth-tip can be mitigated.
As a result, both the magnetic fluxψ1 and ψ2 shown in Fig. 2
can be suppressed. Therefore, suppressing the magnetic flux
that flows into the tooth-tip andwidening themagnetic path of
the tooth-tip are discussed in this section to mitigate the mag-
netic saturation. To achieve this purpose, three dimensions
l1, l2, and l3 of the tooth-tip, which are shown in Fig. 7, have
been discussed to further reduce the windings eddy current
loss.

The main components of the magnetic flux that flows into
the tooth-tip are a portion of the interlinkage flux between the
rotor and stator and a portion of the magnetic flux that flows
across the adjacent teeth. Because the magnetic permeability
of air is much lower than that of ferromagnetic materials,
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FIGURE 11. Loss comparison between Models B and C.

magnetic flux flowing into the tooth-tip can be suppressed
by reducing l1 and l3, and the width of the magnetic path
around the tooth-tip can be widened by increasing l2. Due
to the mitigation of the magnetic saturation, a portion of the
magnetic flux that previously passed through the windings
can now flow into the stator via the tooth tip. Moreover,
it should be noted that the width of the interlinkage magnetic
path between the stator and rotor will be narrowed by a too
small l1 or l3, which will also result in an increase in the
magnetic flux passing through the windings, and copper loss
will also increase at the same time.

In addition, by decreasing l1, a portion of the magnetic
flux flowing across the adjacent teeth can be suppressed. This
portion of the magnetic flux does not interlink with the rotor,
which only increases copper and iron losses and does not
contribute to power out. Moreover, the magnetic path around
the tooth-tip can be widened by increasing l2. As a result,
copper loss can be reduced because the operating current that
generates the same magnetic flux density in the airgap will be
smaller.

The 3 dimensions have been changed from l1 = 4.5 mm,
l2 = 4 mm, l3 = 2 mm in Model B, to l1 = 3 mm, l2 =

8.5 mm, l3= 1.2 mm in Model C. The magnetic flux density
distribution in Models B and C are shown in Fig. 8, and their
iron loss density distribution are shown in Fig. 9. According
to Fig. 8, the magnetic saturation around the tooth-tip has
been obviously mitigated by adjusting the tooth-tip shape.
As a result, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that iron loss around the
tooth-tip has also been reduced. Moreover, Fig. 10 compares
the losses of the first 5 turns for Models B and C. The eddy
current and copper losses of each turn in Model C have both
been reduced in comparison to Model B.

Fig. 11 shows the loss comparison between Models B
and C. Model C has a 5.05% reduction in winding eddy cur-
rent loss and a 4.68% reduction in stator core iron loss when

FIGURE 12. Structures of Models C and D.

FIGURE 13. Calculation result of adopting aluminum windings.

FIGURE 14. Loss comparison between Models C and D.

compared to Model B. Moreover, the copper loss in Model
C also decreases by 4.39%. As a result, the efficiency of
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Model C is 96.88%, which is 0.11% higher than that ofModel
B. Although the efficiency of Model C is only increased by
0.11%, the total windings loss ofModel C is 4.558 kW, which
is 4.82 % lower than the 4.789 kW in Model B and cannot be
ignored for the IPMSG rated at 316.2 kW because there is no
redundant heat dissipation system but only its shell for heat
dissipation.

C. REPLACING A PORTION OF WINDINGS WITH
ALUMINUM
The material of copper has been widely used for windings in
high performance IPMSMs to reduce copper loss due to their
low electrical resistivity. However, on the other hand, large
windings eddy current loss occurs more easily to the wind-
ings with low electrical resistivity, especially in rectangular
windings. Compared with copper, the electrical resistivity
of aluminum is larger. Adopting aluminum windings will
result in a higher copper loss but a lower eddy current loss.
To realize a tradeoff between eddy current and copper losses
to minimize total loss, replacing a portion of windings with
aluminum is discussed in this section.

As mentioned earlier, significant eddy current loss gen-
erates more easily in the windings close to the inner side
of the stator. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 12, a portion of
the copper windings close to the inner side of the stator in
Model D have been replaced with aluminum in compari-
son to Model C. Fig. 13 shows the calculation results for
Models C and D. Eddy current loss and electrical resistivity
are inversely proportional to each other when the operating
current is the same, while copper loss and electrical resistivity
are directly proportional. Consequently, using the losses of
each turn in Model C, it is simple to calculate the copper
and eddy current losses in Model D. The abscissa represents
the turn of aluminum windings in Model D. With the turn
of aluminum windings increases, the copper loss increases
while the eddy current loss decreases. As a result, when the
first 9 turns are replaced by aluminum, the windings total loss
reaches a minimum value, which is 4085.46 W.

2D-FEM has also been used to verify the calculation
results. Fig. 14 shows the loss comparison betweenModels C
and D. Compared with Model C, the copper loss in Model D
increases by 26.00% while the windings eddy current loss
decreases by 26.93% because the first 9 turns have been
replaced by aluminum windings. As a result, the windings
total loss in Model D decreases from 4.558 kW to 4.144 kW
while other losses are almost unchanged. And the error
between 2D-FEM results and the calculation results is only
1.43%. The efficiency of Model D is 97.01%, which satisfied
the target efficiency of 97% in the design specification.

IV. INFLUENCE OF ADOPTING A STEP-SKEWED
STRUCTURE
Although the efficiency of Model D satisfied the target
efficiency, high cogging torque was generated because a
24p-36s (2p-3s series) combination was adopted. High cog-
ging torque makes it difficult for wind generator blades to

FIGURE 15. The 3-step-skewed rotor structure of Model E.

FIGURE 16. Comparison of cogging torque between Models D and E.

FIGURE 17. Loss comparison of all models.

rotate, especially in light winds. To lower the start-up wind
speed, as shown in Fig. 15, a 3-step-skewed rotor structure
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was adopted in Model E to reduce cogging torque. In general,
adopting a step-skewed rotor structure will lead to a decrease
in power output. Additionally, heat dissipation also should
be considered. Therefore, to keep the current density and
power output unchanged, the stacked length is increased from
240 mm in Model D to 255 mm in Model E. Moreover, con-
sidering the end leakage of rotor and the axial flux interaction
between adjacent rotor steps, the lengths of the middle-step
and the side-step in Model E are set to 82 mm and 86.5 mm
respectively to achieve the smallest cogging torque [16].

Fig. 16 shows the comparison of cogging torque between
Models D and E. Compared with Model D, the peak-to-peak
cogging torque in Model E significantly decreases from
166.04 Nm to 11.34 Nm. Furthermore, to evaluate the influ-
ence of adopting the 3-step-skewed structure on windings
eddy current loss. Fig. 17 shows the loss comparison of all
models. The increase in stacked length in Model E causes
the copper loss to increase from 1.936 kW to 2.168 kW
in comparison to Model D because the current density is
unchanged. Additionally, the windings eddy current loss of
Model E is 2.111 kW, which is 4.39% higher than that of
Model D. As a result, adopting a step-skewed structure can
be considered to have almost no influence on the eddy current
loss of the windings.

V. COMPARED WITH ROUND WINDINGS MODELS
In this chapter, three models adopting round windings are
made for comparison to further evaluate the performances of
the proposed model. Fig. 18 shows the windings of Model D
and three round windings models. 2D-FEM is used in this
chapter to save computation time. Aswasmentioned in Chap-
ter II, the eddy current loss of windings can be reduced by
shortening the current loop. And when the dimension of one
stator slot is determined, the eddy current loop for each turn
can be shorten by increasing the turn of windings per slot.
However, this approach will also result in an increase in volt-
age. Therefore, considering the inverter voltage limitation,
the three round windings models all have 20 turns per slot,
which is the same as Model D. On the other hand, parallel
strands can be used to reduce the cross-sectional area of each
strandwhile keeping the turn of windings unchanged. As seen
in Fig. 18, although all three round windings models have
20 turns per slot, the number of parallel stands for each turn
varies. A model without parallel strands is called Model F-1.
For each turn, Model F-2 has two parallel strands. A model
with three parallel strands for each turn is Model F-3. Addi-
tionally, the slot factors of the three models adopting round
windings are all around 44%, which is a typical value for
round windings.

The loss comparison betweenModel D and the three round
windings models is shown in Fig. 19. The windings eddy cur-
rent loss of Model F-1 is 6.380 kW, which is even larger than
the 6.317 kW in Model A. The windings eddy current loss
decreases with the increase in the number of parallel strands
for each turn, while other losses remain almost unchanged.

FIGURE 18. Windings of Model D and three round windings models.

FIGURE 19. Loss comparison between Model D and three round windings
models.

TABLE 3. Usage of copper and aluminum in windings.

Moreover, the copper losses of the three round winding
models are all larger than that of Model D because of their
lower slot factors and larger winding end dead spaces. The
windings eddy current loss of Model F-3 is 2.552 kW, which
is still 15.58% higher than the 2.208 kW ofModel D. And the
efficiency of Model F-3 is 96.75%, which does not satisfy the
target efficiency of 97% in the design specifications. It should
be noted that round windings without parallel strands can be
reeled simply by a winding machine. However, when parallel
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FIGURE 20. Appearance of prototype
machine.

strands are adopted, the electromotive force of each strand
varies depending on where it is located in the stator slot.
As a result, circulating current is generated in parallel strands,

which causes additional loss. Although circulating current
can be reduced by methods such as transposed strands, these
approaches always increase manufacturing cost [17], [18].

Furthermore, Table 3 compares the usage of copper and
aluminum in windings. Because of larger slot factors, the
usage of copper in Models A and B are 58.72 kg and
49.94 kg, respectively, which are all larger than the 32.44 kg
in Model F, which adopts round windings. However, due to
adopting 2.20 kg aluminum windings, the usage of copper
in Model D is 27.05 kg, which is less than that of Model F.
Because aluminum is cheaper than copper, compared with
the three rounds windings models, manufacturing costs can
also be cut by adopting a portion of aluminum windings in
Model D.

As a result, the proposed model can still achieve higher
efficiency while cutting manufacturing costs when com-
pared to the three round winding models. Moreover, because
the rectangular windings in Model D have a better heat
dissipation and lower windings losses, the heat dissipation
can also be improved compared to the round windings
models.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In this chapter, a prototype machine of Model E is manu-
factured to verify the FEM results. The appearance of the
prototype is shown in Fig. 20. Aster Windings used for the
prototype is shown in Fig. 20(a). The first 9 turns are made of
aluminum, and the last 11 turns are made of copper. Fig. 20(b)
shows Aster Windings assembled on the stator core. It can
be seen that the windings have different cross-sectional
shapes but the same cross-sectional area for each turn, and
the windings gradually become flat when they are close
to stator yoke. Fig. 20(c) shows the appearance of the
prototype.

To save computation time, 2D-FEM is also used to
compare with the experimental results. Different from the
2D-FEM models in the previous chapters, the 3-step-skewed
structure in Model E has been considered. The 2D-FEM
results in this chapter are obtained by superimposing the
results of three 2D models which have the same stacked
length and step-skewed angle as the three skew steps of
Model E.

Fig. 21 shows the waveforms of back electromotive forces
(b-EMFs) at 2000 rpm. And Table 4 shows their fundamental
components. Because the rotor end leakage and the axial
flux interaction between adjacent rotor steps have been con-
sidered, the fundamental component of the b-EMF in the
3D-FEM (Model E)model is smaller than that of the 2D-FEM
model [16].Moreover, it should be noted that the fundamental
component of the b-EMF in the prototype is larger than both
the 2D-FEM model and the 3D-FEM model.

Fig. 22 shows the average torque variation with cur-
rent phase angle at the 1600 rpm and 250 Arms operating
point. The measured results are in good agreement with the
FEM results. Because the b-EMF fundamental component
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of the prototype is the largest, it should be noted that the
average torque of the prototype has the highest absolute
value.

FIGURE 21. Waveforms of back electromotive force (b-EMF).

TABLE 4. Fundamental component of b-EMF.

FIGURE 22. Average Torque varies with current phase angle at 1600 rpm
and 250 Arms.

The prototype has the largest efficiency when the current
phase angle is 35 deg at the 1600 rpm and 250Arms operating
point. Therefore, the loss comparison shown in Fig. 23 is
at the operating point of 1600 rpm, 250 Arms, and current

phase angle 35 deg. The total loss of the prototype is not
significantly different from the 3D-FEM model. Due to the
largest b-EMF fundamental component, the total loss of the
2D-FEM is highest. The efficiency of the prototype at this
operating point is 97.25 %, which is larger than the FEM
results.

FIGURE 23. Loss comparison at the operating point 1600rpm, 250 Arms
and current phase angle 35deg.

FIGURE 24. Measured efficiency map of the prototype.

Fig.24 shows the measured efficiency map of the pro-
totype. The operating area was not completely measured
because the maximum torque capacity of the test platform
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was not high enough. The maximummeasured efficiency can
exceed 97.5 %, which is higher than that of the FEM results.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a high-torque IPMSG adopting concen-
trated windings with special rectangular windings used for a
wind generator. Three improvements have been discussed to
reduce windings eddy current loss. Among them, removing
a portion of windings and replacing a portion of windings
with aluminum have been discussed to realize a tradeoff
between eddy current and copper losses. And adjusting the
tooth-tip shape has been discussed to suppress the magnetic
flux passing through thewindings bymitigatingmagnetic sat-
uration around the tooth-tip. Moreover, a 3-step-skewed rotor
structure has been adopted to reduce cogging torque. And
FEM results show that adopting a step-skewed structure can
be considered to have almost no influence on the eddy current
loss of the windings. To further evaluate the performances of
the proposed model, three models adopting round windings
have been made and discussed. And FEM results show that
the proposed model can still achieve higher efficiency while
cutting manufacturing costs when compared to the three
round winding models. Finally, a prototype machine has been
manufactured to verify the FEM results. The experimental
results show that the efficiency of the prototype can exceed
97.5%. In conclusion, a high efficiency IPMSMwith high slot
factor and good heat dissipation used for a wind generator has
been realized in this paper.
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